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The purpose of CTE program-level assessment at PCC is to look at student achievement of

degree and certificate-level outcomes and to help faculty focus on how to improve student

learning based on assessment.

Please choose one of the degree and/or certificate outcomes that was part of this year’s

Summary Data Report, and provide a more in-depth explanation of your assessment process,

results, and how this might be used to enhance teaching and learning.

This form is to be used for both assessments (first time the outcome is assessed) and for

re-assessments (a follow-up for the initial assessment of the same outcome).

On completing the form, please email it to learningassessment@pcc.edu.

SAC Assessment Contact(s):

Name e-mail

Josh Cary josh.cary@pcc.edu

1. Which SAC do you represent?

Bioscience Technology (BIT)

2. Which outcome is reported here?  (Please provide the text of the outcome, and the

degrees/certificates to which it applies).

Apply knowledge of safety principles, quality and regulatory issues, teamwork and good business
practices to work in a bioscience laboratory or manufacturing environment. (BIT AAS degree
outcome)
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3. Please share how this outcome was assessed to help us understand your process for

assessment.  Please attach a rubric, sample score sheet, or other assessment tool.

See appendices #1-4 at the end of this report. Students are assigned daily lab duties on a rotating
basis. These duties include lab cleaning, storage of chemicals, inspection of lab safety equipment,
inspection and maintenance of laboratory equipment, and stocking of lab supplies (see appendix #2).
Students complete these duties as part of their shared responsibility for the safety and functioning of
the lab facilities. New for spring 2021, the BIT department implemented a Google Form as a daily
end-of-lab checkout procedure (see appendix #1). This form was created in part due to COVID safety
restrictions, including a time-stamped check out record for each student as well as digital
documentation to reduce contact with shared paper forms. Additionally, the Google Form responses
were collected in a Google Sheet (see appendix #4) in order to allow instructors and students to audit
the lab duty completion during the term and assess whether the class, as a team, is meeting
requirements for maintenance of the safety and functioning of the lab facility.

4. Please include information about your benchmark (the score that indicates successful

attainment of the outcome), and how it was determined.

Students are expected to complete their assigned lab duty and complete the Google Form report at
least 85% of class dates during the term. This is aligned with BIT department attendance policies,
which include requirements to attend, at a minimum, 85% of class meetings and to fully participate at
each session, including the performance of lab inspection and maintenance duties as assigned.

5. Please provide data collected in the assessment of this outcome (including score

distribution and percent of students meeting benchmark). Summarize your findings in

the box below. Attach supplemental information or appendices. For this report, please

do not include student identifying information, but you can assign an arbitrary

identifier, especially if you wish to reference individual scores in your discussion.  

During Spring 2021, students participated in an audit of the daily lab duty completion records.
Average student responses are provided below.

Following the audit, the instructor and class discussed their process in determining completion rates
required for the lab to be compliant with safety and facilities requirements. Most students agreed
that ~90% completion would be the minimum required value in the PCC educational setting. In a
workplace setting, the requirements for compliance with safety regulations may be higher.

On a scale of 0-100, what do you observe is our completion rate of daily lab cleaning (codes C-01,
C-02, C-03, and C-04)?

- Average: 90%
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On a scale of 0-100, what do you observe is our completion rate of daily storage and safety checks
(codes S-01, S-02, S-03, S-04, and S-05)?

- Average: 89%

On a scale of 0-100, what do you observe is our completion rate of daily equipment maintenance
(codes M-01, M-02, M-03, and M-04)?

- Average: 91%

On a scale of 0-100, what do you observe is our completion rate of daily restocking of lab supplies
(codes R-01, R-02, R-03, and R-04)?

- Average: 72.5%

On a scale of 0-100, what do you think is an acceptable minimum value for daily completion to be
compliant with requirements in the lab?

- Average: 91%

Based on the value you chose, is the lab compliant overall with requirements for cleaning, stocking
supplies, storing chemicals/waste, and maintaining equipment? (If no, select "other" and explain)

- While some cases could be excused (such as not checking something because it had not been

used yet or not restocking because their was no stock), I noticed that the biohazard bags were

disposed of less frequently than they probably should be. Even if the bag is not full, the

biohazard bags should be replaced regularly.

- I guess not since some of my answers were below 90.

- Yes.

- Yes.

- It seems that some lab duties are not being done or the form is not being sent in after the

duties are done. The R-01 - R-04 seems the least inspected.

- Most of them mentioned lab duties but did not provided the notes regarding what they

performed.

6. Please discuss your overall findings regarding student learning. (What did you learn from

this assessment? Were there any surprises? Do the data make sense? How do the data

relate to student learning?)

Students were largely compliant in their completion of daily lab duties and reporting. Most duties
were observed to be completed with a 90% rate or higher. Students did observe the need to restock
certain supplies in the lab more frequently, as compliance was at 72.5%. By instituting daily check in
and check out procedures that are tied to daily lab duties, along with reports visible to the class, lab
duty compliance increased compared to previous terms. The data make sense – the shift to digital
documentation and spreadsheet reports holds everyone accountable to complete their assignments.
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7. Please reflect on the entire project and share how your CTE SAC will use the results to

improve student mastery of this outcome. Are there changes that need to be made to

improve teaching and/or learning?

The department will re-evaluate this learning outcome in the future once the department has
implemented the planned open course schedule for BIT 109. In this model, instead of requiring all
students to attend lab at the same 9 hours per week, we will open the lab 20 hours per week and
have students choose time slots to attend. We anticipate that this will model a company facility in
which technicians work in different shifts that may or may not overlap. Our daily lab duty assignment
and reporting system will be used to monitor compliance in this new course schedule and assess the
extent to which students “apply knowledge of safety principles, quality and regulatory issues,
teamwork and good business practices to work” when sharing a facility with a larger group of
students whose shifts in the lab may or may not overlap.

8. What changes do you plan to make to your assessment of this outcome in the future?

The BIT department plans to increase the frequency and specificity of periodic audits of the lab duty
completion records. An additional lab duty will be added, giving one student per period the duty to
review completion records from the prior class and notify peers and instructors of any deficiencies in
record-keeping. This will allow for frequent inspection of records and promote 100% compliance with
required daily lab inspection and maintenance. This will further prepare students for work in
regulated bioscience facilities in which employees must consistently, without fail, ensure the safety
and proper functioning of equipment.

Has the outcome been assessed before? (If not, skip this question).

9. Were any modifications to instruction implemented between the prior assessment and

this one? How did the assessment methods and results compare with the prior

assessment?

No, this outcome has not been assessed previously.
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To help us understand your SAC’s overall processes, please complete these additional

questions.

1. Was the SAC able to include Part-Time (PT) and Full-Time (FT) faculty for this

assessment? If PT faculty did not participate, please explain any barriers that might

account for this fact.

No, part-time faculty were not included. Due to COVID, the BIT department was not able to offer any
laboratory courses in Fall 2020 and Winter 2021, and was only able to offer one laboratory course, BIT
109, in Spring 2021. This course was taught by full-time instructor Josh Cary. This outcome (“Apply
knowledge of safety principles, quality and regulatory issues, teamwork and good business practices to
work in a bioscience laboratory or manufacturing environment”) can only be meaningfully assessed in
on-campus laboratory courses.

2. How do you plan to share this information with all members of your SAC?

This information will be emailed to department faculty and shared at our Fall 2021 SAC meeting.

3. Are there any areas that you might want help with from your CTE coach? Please let us

know.

No areas for help from a CTE coach identified at this time.

4. Is there anything else you would like to share with us? Please let us know.

Nothing else to share at this time.
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Thank you for completing this report!

We hope this has been a useful project to help your CTE SAC assist your students!
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APPENDIX 1:

End-of-day Report on Lab Duties and Lab Check

Complete this report each day before leaving lab.

List of lab duties and codes:

(Online form links to a Google Doc – see example below in BIT Lab Duty Codes and SOPs)

Current assignments:

(Online form links to a Google Sheet – see example below, BIT Lab Map and Student Assignments - Spring 2021)

Your email will be recorded when you submit this form
Not josh.cary@pcc.edu? Switch account
* Required

Technician Initials *

Today's Date (YYYYMMDD) *

Code for assigned primary lab duty *

Report on primary lab duty *
● Inspected today, no action required
● Inspected today and action completed (performed cleaning/maintenance/restocking)
● No inspection/action today (only applicable for duties requiring weekly frequency that

have been completed in the past 6 days)
● Inspection or action incomplete (provide notes below)

Notes on primary lab duty

Code for assigned secondary lab duty *
● None assigned
● Other:
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Report on secondary lab duty *
● No secondary assignment at this time
● Inspected today, no action required
● Inspected today and action completed (performed cleaning/maintenance/restocking)
● No inspection/action today (only applicable for duties requiring weekly frequency that

have been completed in the past 6 days)
● Inspection or action incomplete (provide notes below)

Notes on secondary lab duty

Did you observe anything in lab that requires attention? *
● No - the lab is orderly and properly cleaned, equipment is functioning, and reagents and

supplies are stocked as needed
● Yes - provide notes below

Notes on lab items requiring attention

A copy of your responses will be emailed to you.
Never submit passwords through Google Forms.
This form was created inside of Portland Community College.
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APPENDIX 2:

BIT Lab Duty Codes and SOPs

COD
E LAB DUTY SOP Link

C-01 Clean perimeter counters Link

C-02 Clean sinks and refill diH2O carboys

C-03 Clean fume hoods Link

C-04 Clean glassware Link

S-01 Put away clean/dry glassware and supplies

S-02 Biohazard waste disposal and mini biohazard bag replacement Link

S-03 Chemical storage and secondary containment inspection

S-04 Satellite waste storage inspection Link

S-05 Safety shower / eye wash check (note: performed only once per week) Link

M-01 pH meter and probe inspection / maintenance Link

M-02
Balance inspection / maintenance (note: performed only once per
week) Link

M-03 Pipet aid inspection / maintenance Link

M-04 End of day equipment shutdown

R-01 Refill disinfectant bottles

R-02 Restock nitrile gloves and labeling tape

R-03 Restock micropipette tips Link

R-04 Restock serological pipets and eppendorf tubes

Effective Date:
2021032
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/19oKQSGYER_2Amnpw1SYWibPMkbD0QOPw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19ONcT8nfbjvSERtV4F2jAXrloSrljt3m/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19oT0zbPMRyI39yU-BwcwoVXZXPKN4hLE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19M-D9hlAlI7ulExURlmLlBHpLgQmgr5P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17Xo3N7yLnwG40okGL7qlPahz7eb9r4Pm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17hGylMNdusC7wVexBH3ALtb6K0nfA1zn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19IRq6WOYsfhdlzAom6mcEw1ake8JrZFK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f2SEF1M3qfC1IOBzPOWzXKWQyXdBGhGC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18HA7iGTpCufgx-T6VJK3Kqj1sGm_xDRC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19OLN0eOPBR-yIKQrXdfBwi-MYx1fPFjF/view?usp=sharing
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APPENDIX 3:

BIT Lab Map and Student Assignments - Spring 2021
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APPENDIX 4:

End-of-day Report on Lab Duties and Lab Check  (Responses)

The following is a sample of Spring 2021 BIT 109 end-of-day lab duty reports from week 8 of the

term.
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